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Състезание „Аз общувам с Европа”
ІV клас
Училище: ............................................................ клас:.......................
Име, презиме, фамилия: .....................................................................
1. Do as in the model.
Model: Kristina is sixth.
1. Tony is _________.
2. Bunny is __________.
3. Foxy is __________.
4. Mark is _________.
5. Stenly is _________.

2. Write the plural form of the words.
Model: man - men; pen - pens
1. child
2. box
3. elephant
4. woman
5. foot

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________

3. Circle the correct word.
Model: There are some / any oranges on the table.
1. There aren't some / any sweets in the box.
2. There are some / any sandwiches on the table.
3. Are there some / any biscuits in the packet?
4. Are there some / any cups next to the box?
5. There are some / any bananas in the plate.

4. Underline the correct word.
Model: I brush / brushes my teeth every morning.
1. Petko and Maria don't / doesn't read magazines every morning.
2. Robert and Vladimir play / plays football at the weekend.
3. My dog Rex like / likes walking in the park.
4. They have got / has got a parrot Chocho.
5. My mother have got / has got a new bag.
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5. Do as in the model.
Model:
Bobby / ride / a bike.
Bobby is riding a bike.

1. Svetlana / and / Lidiya / swim.
______________________________

2. Mark / have / breakfast.
______________________________

3. They dance.
______________________

4. The boy / play / chess.
_______________________

5. Linda / draw / a picture.
_________________________
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6. Underline the correct word.
Lilia and Nana are friends. Every day they (1) walk/are
walking to school together. Today (2) it rains/is raining. They
(3) don't walk/aren't walking. They (4) wait/are waiting for the bus.
On Mondays Nana (5) dances/is dancing in the school dance
club. Lilia (6) doesn't like/isn't liking dancing. They (7) play/are
playing violin on Tuesday afternoon.
The girls are in class now. Mrs. Radkova (8) reads/is reading
an interesting story. She often (9) reads/is reading interesting stories.
Lilia and Nana (10) listen/are listening to the teacher. But their
classmates Ron and John (11) don't listen/aren't listening to the
teacher. They are looking through the window.
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